Wellsway Sixth Form Alumni
Whilst at Wellsway Sixth Form, I studied chemistry, maths, physics, AS further maths and I
completed the EPQ (extended project qualification). Here my love for science started and I am
currently studying at the University of Oxford.
My teachers were always very encouraging, not only academically, but also towards the wider
Sixth Form life and other activities; I enjoyed taking part in music at Wellsway, especially the
whole school Christmas concerts!

With their support, in Year 12, their I applied to ‘UNIQ’ which is a summer
school for state school students. I managed to get a place for Earth Sciences
and immediately fell in love with the interdisciplinary way all the Earth’s
systems have worked through time. This led me to apply to Oxford, Exeter
College and the passion has only grown!
This continued, when I got the opportunity of a place on a flying scholarship
through air cadets; I am also now in the university Air Squadron where we
do flying, sport, adventure training and much more alongside studying.
Alice, 2019 graduate
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Wellsway Sixth form Alumni
I left Wellsway Sixth Form in 2016, having spent a total of 7 years as a part of
the school (including 2 in the Sixth Form).
Since leaving, I have gone onto gain a BA Hons degree in Philosophy, Politics and
Economics from the University of Reading. This has led me onto my recent
Master’s course at the University of Stirling in Criminology. I don’t know exactly
what I want to do after this course, but it’s a great way to focus my learning and
explore a career path further. Doing extra study during these odd times is a good
move too.
My main memories from the Sixth Form were of the people I met, friends and
the teachers who really supported me during A-Levels. Those relationships
helped me then and I continue to have strong friendships that help me now.

Callum, 2017 graduate
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Wellsway Sixth form Alumni
At Wellsway I studied History, English Literature and Biology. I also did an EPQ on “The
Impact of the British Empire on the Maltese economy 1800-1964”.
At Wellsway I really enjoyed all my subjects, my teachers were brilliant and I especially
owe it to my history teachers for inspiring me in the subject and making it my favourite
lesson.
I enjoyed how social my time at sixth form was, it was a much more comfortable
environment for me personally than at lower school. I loved the events the sixth form put
on and I always laugh thinking back to everything that happened. I was Vice-Chair of the
officer team and I really enjoyed the opportunity to be involved in the sixth form’s
running. I was quite introverted in lower school but by the end of sixth form I was the
total opposite. If I have to thank Wellsway sixth form for if anything it’s bringing me out
my shell and making me a much happier person.
After Wellsway I went to Oxford Brookes University to do my BA in History. At university, I
was chairperson of our Labour club for two years and was on the committee of our
LGBTQ+ society for one year. I graduated top of my year and won two history awards for
my achievements there. I’m currently studying my MA in Contemporary History at the
University of Birmingham.
Michael, 2017 graduate
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